
COSMOS “ESSAY” TIPS



NOT-SO-GOOD RESPONSES



NOT-SO-GOOD RESPONSES



AVOID THE PROBLEMS

 Capitalization

 Proof-reading

 Run-on sentences

 Not knowing the proper name of the program.
 It’s COSMOS, not Cosmos, cosmo or cosmos

 Too general.  Responses are very generic and speak nothing about the  person and 
the depth of their desire to participate.

 Don’t capitalize entire word or phrase for emphasis (shouting)

 Casual language.  You are not texting or sending an email to a friend.

 Name of the cluster written in a “reasoning” argument or unnecessary manner.
 Example: Cluster name - “Computers in Everyday Life”.  “This brings about why I chose 

this cluster, to learn more about computer because computer is essential in everyday 
life.”



TIPS

 Be very specific.
 Give specific examples of how you were curious.  Describe the situation 

and what you did.

 Use academic language and terminology properly.
 This is the place for you to demonstrate your intelligence.  If you are 

unsure of all the academic language to describe a project done in class, 
ask your teacher.  They will know and be happy to help.

 Describe your specific desire to learn and grow.  Why is it important?

 State your goals for being in the cluster, COSMOS, the future, etc.  If 
possible, describe how they interconnect.

 Describe any leadership and/or teamwork done on projects or on a 
daily basis regarding STEM work (in class, outside of class, etc.)



WHAT MAKES ESSAYS GOOD?

 Gives specific examples

 Describes a concept learned in class and how she applied it to a 
real-life situation she encountered

 Describes what she learned from it

 Makes it personal

 Used academic language

 Connected to her views on science/engineering/math and its 
importance

 Makes me (as an evaluator) want to meet the person



WHAT MAKES ESSAYS GOOD?

 Gives specific personal examples of a project, what was done, 
what he did vs. the entire group, what was learned

 Shows how he grew from learning how to do one thing (making 
the haunted houses for the community) to applying it to other 
projects

 Shows teamwork, leadership, and desire to help the community

 Describes what he learned from the experience



WHAT MAKES ESSAYS GOOD?

 Describes his specific goals, what he’s done to try to reach the 
goals on his own and how the cluster can help meet these goals

 Incorporates what the cluster is about and will be doing.
 He read the cluster description which showed he did some research 

on the cluster, and didn’t just randomly picked it.

 States why it is important for him to be a part of the cluster



REMEMBER…

 There are 18-24 spots in a cluster.

 Convince the faculty that one of those coveted spots should go 
to you.

 How will you take advantage of that opportunity?

 Give your teachers time to get their recommendation done and 
let them know more about you, so they can advocate for you in 
their recommendations!


